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High Intensity Bullets™
Black 0075-03-2
Pink 0075-04-2
Silver 0075-05-2
White 0075-22-2

•Seamless, discreet, and long lasting
•3 intensely powerful speeds

•Waterproof
•EZ push button activation

•ABS and ABS
with silver plating
•Battery included

(standard “N” size)
•2.5” x .5”/6 cm x 1.5 cm

Decadent
Remote Control™
Dual Bullets
0079-14-3
•The most versatile remote control
available with 2 perfectly sized
vibrating bullets
•Foreplay, intimate play, or secret play
•EZ touch independent control
with LED lights
•20-26 ft range (6-8M)
•Waterproof
•Soft Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
•2” x .50”/5 cm x 1 cm (slim bullet)
•2 AAA batteries (not included)
1 N battery (included)
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Remote Control Venus Penis™ “G”
0089-10-3

•Remote control, full contact, powerful G-Spot pleasurizer
with tantalizing ticklers and fluttering wings
•32’/10M range remote with on/off, LED light

•Comfortable, fully adjustable invisible thigh straps
•Power packed with 4 functions

•Unscented TPR
•2.5”/6 cm slim “G”

•“N” battery (included) and
2 AAA batteries (not included)

Pixie™
Curve – Pink 0391-10-2
Curve – Black 0391-20-2
Probe – Pink 0391-30-2
Probe – Black 0391-40-2

•Uniquely shaped, soft, pliable,
and durable probes

•Tapered tip for easy use
•Superior suction cup base

•3.5” x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm
•Unscented PVC
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Mini Hummer™ Vibe
0487-04-3

•Travel sized vibe with famous “scoop” design,
contoured head, and stimulating love nub

•10 powerful functions
•EZ Push button control with on/off setting

•Waterproof
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
•1 AA battery

Mini Doppler™ Vibe
0487-14-3
•Angled for pleasure, travel sized vibe with
contoured head
•10 powerful functions
•EZ push button control with on/off setting
•Waterproof
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
•1 AA battery

TTMM

Dreamers™
Bliss 0488-10-3
Heavenly 0488-20-3
Cloud 9 0488-30-3

•Whisper quiet massagers with
vibrating and gyrating action

•Incremental speeds
•Waterproof

•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™
(PU Cote)

•2 AA batteries
•5.5”/14 cm
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Spellbound™

Pink 0548-04-2
Green 0548-15-2
Orange         0548-19-2

•Cast a spell with this intensely
powerful vibrator with intoxicating

magic beads
•Designed for “G” or “P” stimulation

•3 resonating speeds
•Push button activation

•Waterproof
•Designed for thorough cleaning

•Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries

•7.5” x 1”/19 cm x 3 cm

Crystal Chic™
Vibe – White 0545-10-3
Vibe – Pink 0545-20-3
Vibe – Black 0545-30-3

•4.5” x .5”/11 cm x 1.5 cm (Vibe)

G – White 0545-40-3
G – Pink 0545-50-3
G – Black 0545-60-3
•5.5” x .5”/14 cm x 1.5 cm (G)

•Elegant, super slim, discreet massager 
adorned with genuine high quality crystals
•Advanced electronics for 14 hours run-time 
on low speed, 7 hours on high speed
•Waterproof
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Silky smooth
•3-Speed EZ push button controls
•2 AAA batteries
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7 Function Venus Butterfly®
0601-25-3

The world famous Venus Butterfly® just got way better!
•Intensely powerful full contact personal stimulation

•7 powerful functions
•Removable, fully adjustable 

waist and thigh straps
•Push button control 

with instant off
•Removable bullet
with plug-in jack

•Unscented TPR (butterfly)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Soft and pliable
•3 AA batteries

•3.5” x 3”/9 cm x 8 cm

Intimate
Dancer™
0600-14-3
•Intimately contoured for 
full coverage stimulation
•50 soft tantalizing 
love ticklers
•Ergonomic EZ trigger 
pump with flexible tube
•Removable 2-speed 
stimulator
•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR
•3” x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
•1 AAA battery

TTMM
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Crystal Stimulator™
Flutter 0650-10-3
Teaser 0650-20-3

•Elegant, crystal clear, 
powerful, multi-

functional stimulators
•Shaft has 5 speeds 
and 3 functions of 

non-jamming 
rotating beads

•Flutter/Teaser has 
5 speeds plus 

3 exhilarating functions
•Independent controls

•Automatic on/off button
•Unscented TPR
•4 AA batteries

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

My First Jack Rabbit® 
0610-05-3
Designed with the first time user in mind!
 •Simple, easy to use Jack Rabbit®
•Jelly soft head
•Reversible rotating pleasure beads
•2-speed powerful bunny vibrations
•EZ push button control
•EZ load battery pack
•Waterproof
•Soft textured PVC
•5” x 1.25”/13 cm x 4 cm
•4 AA batteries
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Waterproof G-Spot Tango®
0673-10-3

•Designed with intimacy in mind
•Soft, powerful dual action rotating

G-Spot stimulator and an independently
controlled clit kisser with vibrating

pistolettes for suction and stimulation
•Expandable versatile power cord

•3 speeds of reversible shaft rotation
•3 levels of vibration

•Waterproof
•Soft, unscented TPE

•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack

•3 AA batteries
•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof 
Passion Tango®
0673-20-3
•Redefine the erotic dance!
•Soft, powerful dual action rotating 
stimulator with an independently 
controlled full contact butterfly with 
fluttering wings and antennae
•Expandable versatile power cord
•3 speeds of reversible shaft rotation
•3 levels of vibration
•Waterproof
•Soft, unscented TPE
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
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Passion Wave® Teaser
0652-45-3
Teasing tongue with 3 speeds of stimulation
make this a favorite in the Passion Wave® line!
•Patented technology with continuous wave 
motion up and down the shaft
•Slimline design
•Reverse control
•LED lights
•Waterproof
•Smooth, soft, unscented TPE
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Patent # EP172053B1

Insatiable Bunny™
4.75”/12 cm 0679-45-3

Insatiable Ele™
5”/13 cm 0679-55-3

•A provocatively seductive 
stimulator ready to satisfy 

the most demanding woman
•Powerful removable multi-speed

dual silver bullets with 
independent controls 

•Ergonomically contoured
•Unscented TPR(stimulator) ABS 

with silver plating (bullets)
•Soft and pliable
•3 AA batteries
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Waterproof Snow Bunny™
0693-10-3
•A best seller just got better! The incredible 
Snow Bunny™ is now waterproof!
•8 speeds of shaft rotation with 3 functions
•Full contact bunny with ascending levels of 
speed controls plus 3 functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation
•3 rows of non-jamming metal 
pleasure beads
•Sleek new waterproof controller
•Auto on/off button
•Waterproof
•Soft, unscented TPR
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•5” x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Triple Indulgence™
0681-12-3

•New “secret” motor in shaft 
stimulates inner “G”

•Super slim with 3 strategically 
placed powerful motors for 

triple intensity
•Contoured tip for amazing 

foreplay/lovemaking
•7 function triple teaser

•3 speeds of shaft rotation
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPE
•Soft and supple

•EZ load battery pack
•4 AAA batteries

•5” x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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Tickle™ Vibe
The G-Girl 0741-20-2
The Teaser 0741-25-2

•Powerful, soft and sensual vibes
with an advanced pleasure point

•Multi-speed
•Waterproof
•Flexible PVC

•2 AAA batteries
•4.25” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof
Endless Pleasure®
0694-25-3
•Amazing 8 speed thrusting action!
•Our best selling Endless Pleasure®
has a sleek new waterproof controller!
•Slimline design
•3 functions and 8 speed full contact 
fluttering hummingbird stimulator
•Waterproof
•Auto “off” function
•LED lights
•Soft, unscented TPR
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Play Pal™
Squiggles 1 – Pink 0867-50-3
Squiggles 1 – Purple 0867-60-3
Squiggles 2 – Pink 0867-70-3
Squiggles 2 – Purple 0867-80-3
•Dual density with a truly life-like feel

•3-speed
•Waterproof

•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Soft and pliable
•Lightly scented

•Maintenance free
•EZ push button control

•2 AA batteries
•6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm

i10 Dancer™
Salsa 0762-25-2
Tango 0762-35-2

•Multi-functional, satiny soft magical wand
•10 powerful functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•State-of-the-art memory chip 

resumes function when last used
•Convenient versatile cord

•Waterproof
•TPR and ABS

•2 AAA batteries
•7.25”/18 cm

TTMM
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My Cocoa Stroker™
0879-03-3

•Highly detailed masturbator
•Soft, tight and stretchy

•Ribbed pleasure chamber
•Life-like Pure Skin® (TPR)

•Maintenance Free
•4” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Lilac Dreams™
Joyous 0870-10-3
Elation 0870-20-3
Euphoric 0870-30-3

•Incredibly plushy, soft, 
life-like Pure Skin®

10 function massagers
•State-of-the-art 

memory chip resumes
function when last used

•Waterproof
•Maintenance free

•Unscented 
Pure Skin® (TPR)

•EZ push button control
•2 AA batteries

•6.5” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Crystal Stroker™
Rocket (Over 125 Pleasure Ticklers)

0960-10-3
Ballistic (3 Intensive Pleasure Chambers)

0960-20-3
•Super-sized masturbators

with intense suction
chambers for

explosive pleasure
•Stretchy and tight
•Closed head for 
superior suction

•Perfect easy grip
•Unscented TPR

•6” x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm

Double Beaded
Ultimate BJ™

0961-00-3
•Soft, tight, and stretchy masturbator 

with extra length for maximum 
stroking action

•2 rows of strategically placed 
metal stroker beads for 

increased pleasure
•Closed bulbous head 
for superior suction

•Unscented TPR
•6.5” x 2.5”/17 cm x 6 cm
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Advanced
Big Man’s Pump™
1010-25-3
•Man-sized, advanced enhancement 
pump for maximum results!
•Seamless, flanged, clear cylinder
•EZ grip pump handle for premium suction
•Flexible non-crimping air hose
•Quick release valve
•TPE donut and ABS cylinder
•Soft and stretchy TPE All Star
Enhancer Ring™ included
•12” x 2.5”/30 cm x 7 cm

Accomodator®
Personal 

Exercise Pump
1044-00-3

•High quality penis pump with the
world’s first automatic, vibrating,

spring loaded head stimulator 
that moves with you as you grow
•Powerful multi-speed vibrations

•Premium suction
•Quick action EZ grip 

trigger pump
•Seamless cylinder 
with measurements 
•Cylinder removes 
for easy cleaning

•Flanged base for secure fit
•ABS and TPR
•2 AA batteries

•Cylinder: 7.5” x 2.25”/19 cm x 6 cm
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Combo Pack # 1 1099-10-3
Combo Pack # 2 1099-11-3
Combo Pack # 3 1099-12-3
Combo Pack # 4 1099-13-3
Combo Pack # 5 1099-14-3
2-Speed Controller 1099-20-3
7-Function-Single Controller 1099-21-3
7-Function-Dual Controller 1099-22-3
Silver Egg 1099-30-3
Silver Bullet 1099-31-3
Velvet-Cote™Bullet 1099-32-3
Slimline Silver Bullet 1099-33-3
Slimline Velvet-Cote™ Bullet 1099-34-3
Mini Silver Bullet 1099-35-3
Mini Velvet-Cote™Bullet 1099-36-3
Micro Sized Silver Bullet 1099-37-3
Micro Sized Velvet-Cote™ Bullet 1099-38-3
Tiered Silver Bullet 1099-39-3
Tiered Velvet-Cote™ Bullet 1099-40-3
Triple Tiered Silver Bullet 1099-41-3
Mini Stimulator with Retrieval Cord 1099-50-3
2-Speed Push Button Stimulator 1099-51-3
Sleeve Set #1 1099-60-3
Sleeve Set # 2 1099-61-3
Sleeve Set # 3 1099-62-3
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Petals™
Pink 1136-10-3
Purple 1136-20-3

•Vibrating intimate arouser with 
soft nubbies and full contact petals

•Quiet and powerful 2-speed 
removable stimulator
•Push button control

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR (sleeve) 

ABS (stimulator)
•1 AAA battery

•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Mr. Buzz™
Pink 1136-30-3
Blue 1136-40-3
•Intense, sensually soft, pinpoint stimulator
•Quiet, powerful 2-speed removable stimulator
•Push button control
•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR (sleeve)  ABS (stimulator)
•1 AAA battery
•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Flutter™
Pink 1136-50-3
Blue 1136-60-3

•Soft, fluttering triple 
point stimulator

•Quiet and powerful 2-speed 
removable stimulator
•Push button control

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR (sleeve) 

ABS (stimulator)
•1 AAA battery

•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof Mystical Dragon™ Stimulator
Pink 1154-04-3 Purple 1154-14-3

•Powerful, multi-functional Mystical Dragon™ with triple ticklers
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Soft and supple, removable, unscented TPE Sleeve

•Rubber-Cote™ battery pack
•EZ load battery case

•Waterproof
•EZ on/off button
•2 AA batteries

•3” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Flirty™ Plush Pak
Honeycomb 2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 4 cm 1159-10-3
Magic Ball 1.5” x 1.5”/4 cm x 4 cm 1159-20-3
Sea Shell 2” x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm 1159-30-3

•Flirty designs! Plushy soft, powerful, and multi-functional
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•Waterproof
•Hygienically superior, unscented TPE

•EZ on/off button
•EZ load battery pack

•2 AA batteries

TTMM

TTMM
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Heart Shape Wand™
Pink 1242-04-2
Blue 1242-12-2
Purple 1242-14-2
•Sturdy, seamless, pliable, 

and graduated pleasure probes
•Handy retrieval handle

•Unscented TPE
•5.5” x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Love Savers™
1434-10-2
•Perfect for couples!
•Comfortable rings support, 
enhance, and stimulate
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•Set of 4
•1” to 1.5” diameter/2 cm to 3 cm

Silicone Tribal™ Rings
White 1438-80-2
Black 1438-90-2
•High quality multi-use 
rings enhance, support, 

and stimulate
•Sturdy, soft, stretchy 

and pliable
•Silicone

•Small: 1.5”/4 cm Diameter
•Large: 1.75”/4 cm Diameter
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Wireless Power Harness™
1534-14-3

•The Wireless Power Harness™ is the
most versatile harness available!
•Patented self-contained motor

•Ergonomically curved shaft
•Resonating vibrations throughout

•Totally wireless!
•Push button control with 3 speeds
•Harness with fully adjustable, soft,

and comfortable waist and thigh straps
•Secure snaps
•Waterproof

•PVC (dong) PU (harness)
•3 AAA batteries

•6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (dong)
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Reversible Sleeve™
Clear 1599-10-2
Glow-In-The-Dark 1599-20-2
•Reversible universal sleeve with 
ridges and pleasure nodules
•Use on penis or vibrator
•Soft, stretchy, unscented TPR
•5.5” x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm

Pleasure Enhancer™
1619-50-3

•Comfortable supportive enhancer
adds girth and stimulation
•Powerful vibrations and 

ticklers for her
•Waterproof

•Wireless, removable, 
push button stimulator

•TPE (enhancer) ABS with 
silver plating (stimulator)

•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included

•3.25”/8 cm
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Barracuda™
Enhancer

Glider (Smooth)
1630-10-3

Teaser (2 rows soft ticklers)
1630-20-3

•Stretch-to-fit enhancers 
add girth, firm support, 
and added sensations

•Comfortable and discreet
•Unscented TPR

•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm

Vibrating “O” Plus™
1629-10-3
•Perfect for couples!
•Soft, stretchy, and comfortable 
enhancer provides support and 
sensations for him
•Removable vibration head 
provides an incredible “O” for her
•Activates on contact or switches 
to continuous vibrations
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included
•6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Enhancer Ring with Beads
1725-00-2
•Comfortable ring with 4 pleasure beads 
•Enhances, supports, adds girth, stimulates
•Unscented TPR     •Soft and stretchy
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Teaser Enhancer Ring
1726-00-2
•Erection enhancer with strategically 
placed stainless steel ball & pleasure nub 
•Unscented TPR      •Soft and stretchy
•3” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Pearl Stroker Beads
5 Rings/ small beads 1727-10-2
1.5”x 1.75”/4 cm x 3 cm
•Mystical pearls enhance and stimulate
•Smooth, comfortable, and stretchy
•ABS

Pearl Stroker Beads
6 Rings/ large and small beads 1727-20-2
2.75” x 2.5”/7 cm x 6 cm
•Mystical pearls create enhancement 
and stimulation
•Smooth, comfortable, and stretchy
•ABS

Vibrating Dual Support Enhancer
1736-00-2
•Vibrating enhancer with dual support for him
•Pinpoint tickler stimulator, removable, wireless
•Waterproof          •Push button control
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy             •Batteries included
•4.25” x 1.75”/11 cm x 4 cm

Vibrating Action Enhancer
1735-00-2
•Ultimate enhancer with support for him and 
fluttering ticklers for her
•Waterproof           •Soft and stretchy
•Removable push button control stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included        •2” x 2”/5 cm x 5 cm
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Fluttering Dove™ Enhancer
1801-10-3

•Optimize lovemaking with this full 
contact triple point stimulator

•Personalized design with 2 options 
for bullet placement to 

customize your “O”
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPR (Ring), 
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included

•3.25”x 2.75”/8 cm x 7 cm

Wireless Ring of Passion™
1801-20-3

•Discreet, sturdy, comfortable 
support for him with soft vibrating 

ticklers for her
•Removable push button stimulator

•Waterproof
•TPR(ring), ABS with silver plating

(stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included

•3.5”x 2.5”/9 cm x 6 cm
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Dual Clit Flicker™
1801-30-3

•Perfect for lovers!
•Dual support for him plus amazing 

vibrations and flickering tongue for her
•Powerful removable push button stimulator

•Waterproof
•TPR (ring), ABS with silver plating(stimulator)

•Soft and stretchy
•Uses powerful “N” size battery (included)

•3”x 1.25”/ 8 cm x 3 cm

Invisible 
Adonis® Pouch™
1870-00-3
•Clearly discreet with total 
support for him plus vibration!
•Clear, stretchy, and comfortable 
to wear
•3-speed removable wireless 
push button bullet
•Waterproof
•Pliable TPE
•Batteries included
•3” x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm
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Sexy Flight Attendant™
1945-40-3
•Life-like love doll with 
3-D mannequin face
•Removable uniform and cap
•Kissable lips
•2 love passages
•Long flowing brunette hair
•PVC

Playful Lovers Ensemble™
2019-00-3

•A playful ensemble of an ergonomically shaped 
2-speed massager with pliable pleasure beads

•Waterproof
•PVC (beads)  ABS(massager)
•Massager 4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

•Beads 10”/25 cm
•2 AAA batteries
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Nouveau Lover’s Kit™
2021-00-3

•Romantic collection for lovers includes 
versatile assortment of comfortably 
stretchy rings plus tickling enhancer

•Removable 2-speed push 
button stimulator

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR
•1 AAA battery

3” x .5”/8 cm x 1 cm
Stimulator

Rings, Rings, Rings!™
2020-00-3
•Bonus set includes a super-sized
enhancer with metal beads, 
plus 6 assorted multi-use rings
•Soft and stretchy TPR
•Large enhancer 
2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
•Support rings 
1.5” x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm
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LoveVibe 
Number 9™
Pink 2083-04-3
Green 2083-15-3
Orange 2083-19-3
White 2083-22-3
•Sophisticated chic massager with 9 high 
intensity functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation
•Travel size
•Waterproof
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote) Massager
•Hygienically superior TPR tips
•2 AAA batteries
•4.5” x 1”/12 cm x 3 cm

10 Function Mystic Wand™
2110-14-3

•Endless possibilities with this multi-function
massager with 3 interchangeable TPR tips 

that hit all the right spots
•Tips screw on for secure fit
•10 functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Waterproof
•Touch sensitive controls

•On/off function
•TPR and ABS
•1 AA battery

•6” x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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Easy Touch™ Massager
Pink 2121-10-3
Lavender 2121-20-3

•Intimately contoured, silky smooth massager
with designer TPR inlay for greater sensitivity

•Powerful 2-speed push button control
•Waterproof

•TPR and ABS
•2 AA batteries

•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 4 cm

Easy Touch™ Wand
Pink 2121-30-3
Lavender 2121-40-3
•Personal massager is sensuously ribbed, 
silky smooth with designer TPR inlays and 
raised pleasure dots
•Powerful 2-speed push button control
•Waterproof •TPR and ABS

•2 AA batteries
•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Petit Ami™
Silver 2133-10-3
Black 2133-20-3
Pink 2133-30-3

•Discreet personal massager 
fits in the palm of your hand

•Slimline contour design
•One touch push button control

•High gloss finish with 
elegant floral design

•Power packed
•ABS

•1 AAA battery
•Patent pending

•3” x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm
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Tantric™
Natural Soy 
Massage Oil Candle
Reach new heights of intimacy with 
these very sensual, stress-busting, 
tension taming massage candles 
created with a blend of 100% natural
ingredients. Enjoy as a candle, 
massage oil, or moisturizing lotion. 
Burns for a full 60 hours!
6 oz /170 g
Passion Fruit 2255-10-1
Vanilla Breeze 2255-20-1
Orange Ginger 2255-30-1
Tasty Strawberry
(Lickable!) 2256-10-1
Tasty Cherry
(Lickable!) 2256-20-1

Wild™Lube
For a Night of Passion! Water Based, 
Glycerin Free, Paraben-Free Stimulating
Lubricants in either Scented or 
Unscented Formulas. 
Non-Edible. 4 Fl Oz /118 ml 

Unscented 2247-00-1
Mint Scented 2247-10-1
Cherry Scented 2247-20-1
Strawberry Scented 2247-30-1
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Anti Bacterial 
Toy Cleaner™

with Aloe Vera
2385-10-1

•Our best-selling 
Toy Cleaner™ now 

with Aloe Vera
•Fights bacteria 
with Triclosan, an 

anti bacterial ingredient
•4.30 Fl Oz /128 mL

Bobble Head 
Pecker Pen™

2462-20-2 Pink
2462-25-2 Purple

•The perfect pen for sexy notes
•ABS

•5.5”/14 cm

Let’s Party!™
Happy Penis Snack Tray

2488-95-2
•3 Compartment snack tray with

Happy Penis centerpiece
•ABS
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Afternoon Delight™ 2531-00-3
Afternoon Delight™ is the exciting game for couples designed

to bring out the “daylight lover” hidden in most of us!
For 2 adult players. Includes: 54 Afternoon Delight playing

cards, 1 Afternoon Delight play book, 1 rule booklet
6”x 3.5” x .75”/ 

15 cm x 9 cm x 2 cm

Hot Dice™
(Cubilete Caliente™)

2532-00-3
Bi-lingual card game. 

X-Rated version of Latin 
America’s most popular dice

game. Turns up the sexual heat
with each throw of the dice. 
For 2 or more adult players. 

Includes: 5 Hot Dice™
poker dice, 1 dice cup, 

rule booklet in
English and Spanish
6.25”x 3.5” x 1.5”/ 
16 cm x 9 cm x 4 cm

Love Poker™ 2533-00-3
So…you’re pretty good at poker, right?
Card game for couples opens doors to

passion, rekindles romance, strips away
inhibitions, and encourages great dialogue

between lovers. For 2 adult players. 
Includes: 54 Love Poker™ cards, 

52 Love cards, 2 poker hand 
ranking guide cards, 

1 rule booklet with instructions
6” x 3.5” x .75”/15 cm x 9 cm x 2 cm

Getting Naked!™ 2534-00-3
The “so simple” and “so sexy” game
for couples that boils down to just 
one thing, getting you both naked! 

For 2 adult players. Includes: 52 Getting
Naked™ playing cards, rule book, 

complete instructions
4.5” x 2.5” x 1”/11 cm x 6 cm x 3 cm

Playful Games for Fun Loving Couples!
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Toy Covers™
Counter Display

2910-00-3
Cover up with Toy Covers!

California Exotic Novelties brand
Toy Covers™ are sanitary 

sleeves made of the highest 
quality natural rubber latex and
manufactured under ISO 9001
standards in a certified facility

with stringent quality standards
•Each and every Toy Cover™

is electronically tested to 
provide maximum protection

•Self-contained display 
includes 12 - 3 packs of
Small (slim and small toys)

and 12- 3 packs of
Standard (traditional size toys)
each individually sealed,

plus a faux vibrator 
and Toy Cover™ to be

used as a demo
•Toy Covers™ have a

non-reservoir tip
•Toy Covers™ are
non-lubricated

•Latex

Toy Covers™
Single Pack- Small 2910-10-3
Single Pack- Standard 2910-20-3

Toy Covers™
3-Pack – Standard 2910-30-3
3-Pack – Small 2910-40-3
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Casey’s™
Travel Pussy™

3036-10-3

Casey’s™
Travel Tush™

3036-20-3
•Genuine cast of Casey Parker™

•Finely detailed masturbator
•Extra long ribbed love tunnel

•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Soft and life-like
•Easy-to-clean

•6” x 2.5”/15 cm x 7 cm

Hugs™ and Kisses™
Hugs™ - Pink 4565-04-3
Kisses™ - Purple 4565-14-3
•Pure Silicone, high quality, 
powerful, super slim, multi-
function massagers
•10 dreamy functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Waterproof
•Unscented Silicone
•EZ on/off, soft touch buttons
•Batteries included 
(Standard “N” size)
•6” x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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COLT® Carlo Masi Cock™
6832-01-3

•Genuine cast of Carlo Masi™
•Hand finished and colored 

for exacting detail
•Better-Than-Real® Plus

•PVC
•Sturdy suction cup base

•Includes premium storage bag
•8” x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm
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COLT®

Butt Buddy™
4.25” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm
(2 AAA batteries) 6902-10-2
Knocker™
•5” x 2.25”/13 cm x 6 cm 
(2 AA batteries) 6902-20-2
•Powerful vibrating butt plugs
•Strong and sturdy
•Superior suction cup for 
secure placement
•Activates easily with a 
twist of the sturdy base
•PVC

COLT® Big Vibe™
6903-03-2

•Powerful vibrating dong with 
unique up and down continuous 

revolving heavy duty metal beads
•Sturdy, man-sized, solid, easy grip handle

•Multi-speed reversible bead rotation
•Multi-speed vibrations
•Independent controls

•Generous 30”/76 cm cord
•PVC

•4 C batteries
•6.5” x 1.5”/ 
18 cm x 4 cm
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•Glittered masturbators 
feel like the real thing
•Ergonomic curve for 

deep penetrating action
•Internal chambers
for superior suction

•Durable TPR
•Soft, stretchy, and tight

•6” x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm

Kaylani’s™
Deep Throat
Masturbator

8904-10-3  
“Best BJ of your life!”

Stormy’s™
Tight Pussy 
Masturbator  
8904-20-3 
“The deeper you go, 
the tighter I get!”

jessica’s™
Tight Ass 

Masturbator
8904-30-3 

“Back door me baby!”
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